
Hello Doug, 

I  have attached information and quotes below for the SafeSledge with the “Lift & shift” upgrade. With the broad spectrum of different aged 
players with varying skill level coming to Uvic for coaching and training, the SafeSledge will be the best match for your program.
  There is a lot of information below to read up on how the safety engagement aid, and the adjustable pads are far superior to any other.
 If you go to tender there is no other piece of equipment in the world that is as safe and adaptable as the SafeSledge™ Jaw, Pad, and air spring 
assembly.
  

 Saint Mary’s training and testing with the Accustat ™digital gauge 
http://www.scrummaster.com/safesledge-with-liftshift.html

Information from website :

Our most popular model is the Safesledge™ with the “Lift & Shift™” option.
This package dramatically increases the functionality by allowing the first 15 pack to use the SafeSledge with it fully ballasted then with the pull 
of a lever you can deploy the moving wheels and reduce the resistance for the junior's and women's teams to use in the same session.

Check it out !! Saint Georges on their new SafeSledge with the Lever release shown
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58TfALC3hZo

St Mary's College San Francisco,

SafeSledge Classic         $5495.00
Lift & Shift Option   add   $2495.00

boys in action against the SafeSledge™
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V60HILy-WwE

http://www.scrummaster.com/safesledge-with-liftshift.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=58TfALC3hZo
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V60HILy-WwE


What is The SafeSledge™

  The primary function of the scrum trainer, is to give a safe resistant platform that allows a group of eight players to practice techniques with 
stable controlled movement.
As in previous sledges, it relies on the friction of moving a large mass across the field to resist the movement of the scrum. 
  This weight a over a 3000 lb., is provided by the use of a large tank that holds over 300 gallons of water mounted on the base. 
This base which has over 40 sq. ft of surface area, it is easy on the pitch so it can be used on any game and practice fields. 
  New for 2013 add the TurfTread™ option which allows indoor pre-season training on the new FieldTurf™ training surfaces most facilities are 
going to. 
 When this platform is ballasted, it creates considerable resistance to being moved on the engagement and once it is in motion.

Golden Gate San Francisco, California 



Engagement Aid

 Our sledge is a much safer version due to the engagement aid of the contact pad assembly. 
These pads are constructed of three density foam that is very soft on initial contact and has a much stronger foundation layers that protects the 
pressure points on the player’s shoulders.
 Once the player's heads and shoulders have been guided to the proper position and pressure is being transmitted through the assembly, the 
energy is then absorbed by the air spring. 
The advantage of using an air spring is, when you first push it, it compresses easily, and the harder you push it, the harder it resists. This means 
that even if the trainer does not move,
it allows for a cushioned platform that is always compressible, reducing the danger of compressive spinal injuries.

Customize the Pad positioning for maximum safety and realism

Another unique feature of the SafeSledge™ head design is adjustability, 
the pads can adapt in width buy 12" for any size scrummager and also in depth by 12" for setting the tighthead up, for the most realistic and 
powerful engagement posable for your scrum.

Check it out !!
Anton Oliver with Oxford University against an older SafeSledge 
* watch the action of how the head assembly tilts up and down as they scrummage
http://homepage.mac.com/scrummaster/SafeSledgeOliver.avi

http://homepage.mac.com/scrummaster/SafeSledgeOliver.avi


Accustat™ Data Acquisition equipment 

Since all the energy is captured in this air spring Scrummasters can take accurate measurement and record the force applied buy the scrum as 
group.
Statistics are are great motivator and allow goals to be set and achieved and exceeded by the athletes.

New Digital Gauge System Option
add $1995.00

Since all the energy of the engagement is captured in the air spring, Scrummasters can take accurate 
measurement and record the force applied by the scrum. New 2013 AccuStat™ gauge records each 
engagement.

Rewards the athletes with a tone if they have exceeded previous hits through improved technique. Records Top 
of leader board and displays last hit for convenience.

Lift & Shift™ Upgrade

In Order to make SafeSledge more Portable we have equipped it with a hydraulic lift assembly (Lift & Shift™) 
this allows the friction of the trainer to adjusted to hold back the strongest pack of forwards and without changing the ballast levels, 
with the pull of a lever the drag can be released to allow movement for juniors, women's and individual strength training.
Lift & shift also make it easy to move the SafeSledge out on the practice pitch for full fifteen training and then shift it into the storage area or 
container

Lift & Shift Option 
add $2495.00



Check it out !! Saint Georges on their new SafeSledge with the Lever release
http://www.youtube.com/edit?video_id=XFdkeZ1lzo8&ns=1

TurfTread™ 

Protect your sensitive Fieldturf training Pitch. TurfTread™ is a safe non-marking, long wearing neoprene 
covering for the bottom of the SafeSledge™.

It dramatically increases the resistance of equipment to being moved on all surfaces.This translates into more 
resistance with less ballast with no chance of damage to the any surface.

TurfTread Upgrade
$1395.00

Security Cover
add $1195.00



Safety Checklist
• stable platform for all level of players
• controlled adjustable movement 
• engagement aid contact head(air spring)
• fully adjustable pads width and depth
• no sharp pinch points
• anti slip viewing platform
• Statistics to motivate and record improvements 
• easy on playing pitches

  The  SafeSledge™ trainer has been designed with attention to safety and has proven over time to be one of the most functional trainer 
regardless of price. 
 This trainer is the safest and effective  trainer available in the world market today and works well for the absolute novice to the national level 
player.

A Satisfied customer
Hi Kevin,

Hope all is well...

FYI, our scrum machine and rucker are awesome!  This year our team won the gold medal in Ontario for our division of the Independent Schools 
league...basically all of the schools in our division (very small schools...and few in number) are in the same situation as us...not enough guys to 
train against a complete pack...we simply dominate scrums (and therefore other contact situations) due to proper body positioning and 
technique...that your equipment has allowed us to easily work on!

Thanks and have a great summer!

Mark Schneider
Albert College Belleville
Ontario,Canada

SafeSledge Classic
link below
http://www.scrummaster.com/classic.html

 
SafeSledge Classic starting at      $5495.00

http://www.scrummaster.com/classic.html



